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On the cover: John and his brother, Kevin Lewandowski, run a grain farm and maintain a small dairy operation in Thorp, Wisconsin.
Above: John Lewandowski harvests corn in between breaks in the weather.

Dear Great Silver Fleet,
In the eight years we've been creating the Gleaner
Roadshow, we have been to many places - the
plains of Canada, the hills of Washington, the
broad fields of Kansas, and the rolling hills of Iowa.
But one place we had not ventured to was the
beautiful and bountiful state of Wisconsin. That
fact, along with a promising soybean crop, brought
us right into the middle of a very unique harvest.
In this issue, we’re going to look at why Wisconsin
farming and harvesting conditions have both
peculiarities and lessons for all of us, no matter where
you farm. We’ll then take a look at a part of the
combine that may matter the most when it comes
to bringing in the beans, and why Gleaner gives you
an edge in an otherwise challenging crop. Finally, we’ll
take a look at the 9255 DynaFlex® and why it pairs so
perfectly with the Gleaner in the thick (and thin) of
the bean harvest.
At home, Dad got the corn in just before rain
jammed us up in beans. A few dry days and a sigh
of relief that Hurricane Michael did not turn west
and come sit over top of our harvest, and the beans
came in with few interruptions. We’ve been on a
lucky streak with beans lately and we’re hoping it'll
stay that way.
As the season comes to a close, it’s time to think
about what will drive your success next year. We
have some incredible deals on both new and
experienced combines and it literally pays to talk to
your dealer early to make your best deal.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines

We found Wisconsin farming to be both breathtaking
and daunting. For starters, it's absolutely beautiful and
the farmers we met were a delight to spend time with.
Harvesting was another story.
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John and Lee Daun wait for a breeze to dry out crop that got a slight sprinkling of rain the night before. They harvest corn and beans
with their Gleaner S96 near Chilton, Wisconsin.

As rain clouds threaten harvest near Chilton, Wisconsin, the Daun's quickly unload a truck before rushing back to the field.

Piles of rocks line the fields around many of farms in this area. Regardless of which crop is being grown, the stone yield every year is
always pretty high.

The area we were harvesting, just along Green Bay,
has a climate that is incredibly wet. One farmer
told us that, in this part of Wisconsin, that once
it rains it will stay wet for the rest of the harvest.
He wasn’t kidding. Our trip came in a few days
between storms and by the end of it, they were
harvesting soybeans in the rain. The fields we were
in often had significant slopes and turns, outlined
by a steadily growing border of rocks that are
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unearthed every season, and a brush of the bushes
on the headlands released a torrent of mosquitoes
as big as hummingbirds.
As tough as the harvest can be, the farmers
we met were even tougher. Many of them grow
multiple crops across multiple seasons and nearly
all had (or recently had) dairy operations as well.
The challenges of getting high performance across
small and large grains as well as the need for a

quick changeover between corn and beans made
these farmers huge fans of their Gleaner combines.

real asset in such a dynamic environment and these
farmers use it to maximize their time and results.

The light and balanced weight allows Gleaner to
get in the field earlier and stay in the field longer,
which is a plus when storm clouds are gathering.
The lighter weight also eases some compaction
concerns, as many of these farmers are reluctant to
till up rock while trying to break tough hardpan. The
ability to drop headers and quickly change crops is a

As for the mosquitoes, we didn’t have any good
answers beyond a lot of repellent and minimizing the
time we were not hiding in a vehicle. And just like the
Gleaner, the light rain didn’t even slow them down.

The Gleaner-exclusive two-auger system
can achieve a four-bushel-per-second
average unloading rate, all while creating
less wear, better grain quality and lower
start-up horsepower requirements than the
competition.

Your only loyalty should be to excellence.
When it comes to your farm and future, don’t follow the herd by getting less results at a higher cost.
Gleaner® combines are the lightest weight, feature a 390-bushel grain tank, provide lightning-fast unloading
and direct more of the combine’s power to harvest functions than any other combine— all contained in a
simple, compact design.

Make 2018 the year you take a serious look at Gleaner and what it can mean for your operation. Because at
the end of the day, that’s where your greatest loyalty should lie.
Arrange your Gleaner demo at gleanercombines.com.

BUILT WITH THE FARMER IN MIND
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Built for beans
Some farmers dread harvesting soybeans and it only
takes a light coating of bean dust to understand why.
The gummy, twisting, unrelenting vines, mixed with
stubborn pods that seem simultaneously to refuse to
ripen or shatter upon contact - it's a tough and dirty
business that many farmers would rather avoid.
Yet, when beans are both growing and paying good
(and often, even when they’re not), farmers will still
plant beans, so anything that can make the bean
harvest a little better is a welcome contribution.
Gleaner combines have a particularly high
performance in soybeans and it’s thanks to a
design older than the combine itself. When combine
harvesters were first invented, the designers set a
transverse cylinder to thresh the crop because the
most efficient and effective way to thresh crop is
feeding it directly into where it will be threshed.

Soybeans are one of the crops that really need to exit
the rotor once threshing takes place or the beans
crack and split inside the cage. The Gleaner design
helps avoid crop damage with a 360-degree open
cage and more available threshing and separating
area— so the processor gets more threshing
accomplished in less time and with minimal effort.
The fact the Gleaner has a smaller rotor, no feed
beater or auger and gets more done in a compact
package is one of the reasons it weighs as much
as 15,000 pounds less than comparable machines.
That can make a big difference on your farm
regardless of your location.

Gleaner is the only rotary design
that takes crop directly from the
feed chains to the rotor and
concaves. This simple design
minimizes the compression,
twisting,
shearing
and
crop
damaging
effects
from
needing
to
manipulate or shift crop
to feed competitive
combine designs.

Threshing begins once the crop enters the rotor, and it
separates and falls through a 360º cage. It is crucial that
crop be threshed only long enough to release it from heads,
pods or cobs. Crop that remains in the threshing area too
long can be damaged. Our 360º cage allows grain to exit the
rotor cage once it is threshed. Our competitors’ designs are
closed on top, keeping free grain inside, where it continues
to contact the rotor’s threshing elements.
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A perfect match
The Gleaner feeding system is certainly unique
and efficient, but like all combine designs, the
Gleaner is only as good as how it's fed. When
crop is fed in a smooth and uniform mat with
the 9255 DynaFlex draper header, combined
with the Gleaner natural flow feeding system,
it is hard to beat with any similarly sized
competitor.
With up to 40 feet of cut, the 9255 DynaFlex
allows for increased capacity and harvesting
rate, and reduces operator fatigue. The flexible
cab-controlled cutter bar provides you with a
full eight inches of vertical travel, allowing you
to take crop at ground level.
A dual mechanical SCH sickle-drive system on
all models, except the 25-foot, are equipped
with a heavy-duty flywheel, eliminating the
need for a counter weight from the side. The
design considerably narrows the divider.

Larger diameter outer hydraulic cylinders
and a single-height skid design have been
incorporated for longer life and improved
reliability. An AGCO-built-and-designed onepiece reel has been incorporated into the
9255 DynaFlex header, improving visibility and
performance.
The 9255 DynaFlex is available with two sickle
options:
•

Schumacher row crop or small grain sickle
with rollers.

•

AGCO high-capacity row crop or small grain
sickle with self-adjusting spring hold downs.

Great
Fleet
from the

Got news, photos or thoughts to share with us? Find us
on Facebook at facebook.com/gleaner.combines.

A lovely family recently visited our Hesston, Kansas facility. It turns out the
1925 Fordson-mounted Gleaner we have on display was sold by this family’s
father, Henry Collett of Marion, Kansas, to Allis-Chalmers many years ago. The
five children wanted to come visit and see it after all these years. They recalled
someone from Independence, Missouri coming and picking it up while another
remembers driving it and being covered with dirt. This special combine has had a
long life and they were happy that we have preserved their father's machine.
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Special Year-end
News from Gleaner
If you are interested is purchasing a new Gleaner before year-end or
pre-ordering for next year, we have some special events you might
want to attend. We’ll be having events in Kansas, Illinois and Minnesota
in early December that will have special insights and offers that will
not be available elsewhere. If you are interested in making a purchase
and would like to attend, contact your Gleaner dealer for more details.

The heart and soul of a Gleaner
is never outdated.

While today’s Gleaner® is loaded with innovations, the basic design has remained unchanged for
over 30 years. This means you can purchase a pre-owned Gleaner and get upgrades not available
on the original model.
Get legendary Gleaner performance with your own
pre-owned Gleaner. gleanercombines.com

BUILT WITH THE FARMER IN MIND
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